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ABSTRACT A key common feature of all but three known mammalian genera is the strict seven cervical vertebrae blueprint, suggesting
the involvement of strong conserving selection forces during mammalian radiation. This is further supported by reports indicating that
children with cervical ribs die before they reach reproductive age. Hypotheses were put up, associating cervical ribs (homeotic
transformations) to embryonal cancer (e.g., neuroblastoma) or ascribing the constraint in cervical vertebral count to the development
of the mammalian diaphragm. Here, we describe a spontaneous mutation c.196A . G in the Bos taurus T gene (also known as
brachyury) associated with a cervical vertebral homeotic transformation that violates the fundamental mammalian cervical blueprint,
but does not preclude reproduction of the affected individual. Genome-wide mapping, haplotype tracking within a large pedigree,
resequencing of target genome regions, and bioinformatic analyses unambiguously confirmed the mutant c.196G allele as causal for
this previously unknown defect termed vertebral and spinal dysplasia (VSD) by providing evidence for the mutation event. The non-
synonymous VSD mutation is located within the highly conserved T box of the T gene, which plays a fundamental role in eumetazoan
body organization and vertebral development. To our knowledge, VSD is the first unequivocally approved spontaneous mutation
decreasing cervical vertebrae number in a large mammal. The spontaneous VSD mutation in the bovine T gene is the first in vivo
evidence for the hypothesis that the T protein is directly involved in the maintenance of the mammalian seven-cervical vertebra
blueprint. It therefore furthers our knowledge of the T-protein function and early mammalian notochord development.
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HIGH evolutionary diversification of the vertebral column
exists in vertebrates, but the number of cervical vertebrae

within mammals has been fixed at seven for .200 million
years of evolution since the beginning of the long and wide
mammalian radiation (Hautier et al. 2010). The reason why all
mammals share this fundamental blueprint of cervical vertebrae,
compared with a more relaxed rule for the number of poste-
rior vertebrae analogous to other nonmammalian vertebrates,

remains unknown. Nevertheless, evolutionary and clinical data
indicate that the cervical vertebral development of mammals is
under high selection pressure. For example, in human pediat-
rics, 83% of children with a deviating number of cervical ver-
tebrae die in their first year, while the surviving individuals do
not reach reproductive age (Galis et al. 2006). A detailed
knowledge of the key factors involved in the spatial regulation
of vertebral development will help to understand these forces.

Mutation models, either spontaneous or artificially induced,
can reveal the complex processes that occur during vertebral
development. Vertebral and accompanied spinal defects are
described for many species, including cattle [e.g., complex ver-
tebral malformation (Agerholm et al. 2001)], and are often
associated with urogenital and intestinal malformations (Van
De Ven et al. 2011). This association is conclusive due to the
coordinated processes of notochord and cloaca formation
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during embryonic development. Mutations associated with spi-
nal and vertebral cord defects are large in number and are
located in coding but also in regulatory regions of many tran-
scription factors [e.g., Ptf1a (Vlangos et al. 2013)]. The murine
brachyury (T) gene with its mutant alleles was the first gene
that was identified and positionally cloned based on a genetic
defect only, the long-known brachyury resulting in vertebral
and spinal defects (Dobrovolskaia-Zavadskaia 1927; Herrmann
et al. 1990). Numerous subsequent studies confirmed that the
coordinated expression of the T gene during gastrulation is
essential for appropriate notochord, neural tube, and meso-
derm development (Chesley 1935; Pennimpede et al. 2012;
Satoh et al. 2012). Recently, the T gene has gained interest
because of its association with the human chordoma, a sporadic
and hereditary tumor originating from relicts of the notochord
(Yang et al. 2009; Pillay et al. 2012; Nibu et al. 2013). Thus,
the T gene is a prime candidate for investigating phenotypic
alterations of the vertebral column and spinal cord.

In 2010, early data emerged about newborn calves with
short, crooked tails in the Holstein cattle breed, the most
widespread dairy cattle breed worldwide (FAO 2007). For
this innate defect subsequently termed “vertebral and spinal
dysplasia” (VSD), initial clinical data indicated tail malfor-
mations and genealogical analyses a dominant mode of in-
heritance (A. Kromik, M. Kusenda, A. Tipold, V.M. Stein,
J. Rehage, R. Weikard and C. Kühn, unpublished results). The
aim of this study was to provide the detailed VSD-associated
phenotype, to confirm its genetic background, and to decipher
the causal mutation for the VSD defect. In our study, we compre-
hensively (i) disclose the malformations and neurological dys-
functions accompanied with VSD, (ii) confirm a genetic origin
and the mode of inheritance for VSD, (iii) reveal the causal mu-
tation in the T gene and the founder individual for the defect, and
(iv) indicate the functional relevance of the mutated nucleotide.
Our study is the first report on a spontaneous mutation inducing
a deviation from the fundamental seven cervical vertebrae blue-
print in mammals and extends our knowledge on the functional
relevance of the T gene regarding neuroskeletal development.

Materials and Methods

Animals

This study included registered herdbook individuals with
documented ancestry from the German Holstein dairy cattle
population. From an initial on-farm screening for VSD-affected
individuals (A. Kromik, M. Kusenda, A. Tipold, V.M. Stein,
J. Rehage, R. Weikard and C. Kühn, unpublished results), we
selected six calves of different ages and with different degrees
of the congenital VSD-associated tail defects (Supporting
Information, Table S1) for specific, detailed examinations
by specifically trained experts in several specialized units of
the University of Veterinary Medicine Hannover. This included
(i) an in-depth clinical/physical and neurological investigation
[including electromyography (EMG) and motor nerve con-
duction velocity (mNCV)]; (ii) a radiological documentation

involving X-rays and computed tomography (CT) and mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) scans with a focus on the spinal
cord and vertebral column; (iii) a postmortem examination; and
(iv) comprehensive laboratory diagnostic analyses of blood,
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and serum (Table S2).

In addition, sire FBF0666 aged 4 years at the time of our
study was included in phenotypic analyses, because although
he had not shown any signs of a VSD phenotype at 1 year
of age, he showed increasing locomotion problems with age,
analogous to other reports from farmers of affected calves.
For genetic analyses, from the initial on-farm monitoring
(A. Kromik, M. Kusenda, A. Tipold, V.M. Stein, J. Rehage,
R. Weikard and C. Kühn, unpublished results) individuals from
39 farms were included, comprising 85 offspring of the VSD
carrier sire FBF0666 (41 classified as VSD affected, 34 classi-
fied as non-VSD affected, and 10 with ambiguous VSD classi-
fication) and 41 control individuals (Table S3). Control calves
were all classified as non-VSD affected and matched to target
calves with respect to age, sex, housing conditions, and farm.
Furthermore, we included the dams of the target calves, the
carrier sire of the VSD defect (FBF0666), and its ancestors and
relatives covering eight generations, as well as 402 randomly
selected Holstein and 126 Holstein3 Charolais VSD-unaffected
calves originating from 110 different sires.

Ethics statement

All experimental procedures were carried out according to
the German animal care guidelines and were supervised by
the relevant authorities of the States Mecklenburg-Vorpommern
and Niedersachsen, Germany.

Characterization of the VSD phenotype

In addition to the standard bovine necropsy protocol, specific
attention was given to those body compartments reported to
be associated with vertebral defects and gait alterations in the
literature (including the number and shape of vertebrae, the
skull, peripheral nerves, limb bones, and muscular samples).
The complete vertebral cord was meticulously examined,
sampled, and partly macerated for final documentation.

To exclude an effect of epizootic virus diseases that might
be involved in the observed congenital defects, tissue samples
were investigated for virus antigens of bovine virus diarrhea
virus, bovine herpes virus 1, and bluetongue virus at the State
Laboratory of the Department of Consumer and Food Safety of
Lower-Saxony, Hannover, Germany.

For histopathological examination, samples taken during
necropsy included the thymus, heart, lung, pancreas, kidney,
bladder, genital apparatus, rumen, abomasum, small and large
intestine, liver, spleen, lymphatic organs, muscles, bones, the
central and peripheral nervous system, and endocrine organs. All
samples were examined by light microscopy after hematoxylin–
eosin staining. Furthermore, the spinal cord was investigated by
additional histochemical assays: (i) Luxol Fast Blue-Cresyl Echt
Violet (myelin), (ii) Azan and Masson–Goldner (collagenous
and reticular fibers), and (iii) Bielschowsky (neurofilaments).
Additionally, the expression pattern of selected antigens was
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monitored by immunohistochemistry, including (i) glial fibril-
lary acidic protein (GFAP), (ii) myelin basic protein (MBP),
(iii) amyloid precursor protein (APP), (iv) factor VII related
antigen, and (v) vimentin. Histochemistry and immunohisto-
chemistry were performed according to Ulrich et al. (2010).

Karyotyping

The karyotypes of the carrier sire and one severely affected
offspring were investigated to identify chromosomal aneu-
ploidy or translocation. Blood samples were taken and meta-
phase chromosomes were prepared according to standard
procedures (Popescu et al. 2000). Chromosome morphology
was visualized after Giemsa staining by light microscopy.

Genetic mapping of the VSD locus

For genotyping, blood/sperm samples from sire FBF0666, its dam
FBF0266, its sire FBF0667, and maternal grandsire FBF0669
and from all 126 calves included in the clinical and epidemi-
ological survey and 73 dams were included. All DNA samples
were genotyped with the BovineSNP50 v2 BeadChip (Illumina,
San Diego) and analyzed using Genome Studio (Illumina)
software. SNPs were filtered for call frequency.0.97. All SNPs
with heterozygote excess [deviation from Hardy–Weinberg
equilibrium identified by P(x2HWE) , 0.05], gene train
score ,0.6, or minor allele frequency ,0.01 were manually
checked. Only those samples with a call rate .0.98 without
pedigree conflicts were included in subsequent analyses.

Initial two-point linkage mapping between each of the
SNPs and the VSD locus was performed in the half-sibship
originating from sire FBF0666. An autosomal dominant in-
heritance was assumed as indicated by the initial epidemiolog-
ical analysis (A. Kromik, M. Kusenda, A. Tipold, V.M. Stein,
J. Rehage, R. Weikard and C. Kühn, unpublished results) and
an equal distribution of VSD cases across both sexes in the
FBF0666 sibship. Consequently, the VSD locus was coded as
heterozygous “1/2” in sire FBF0666 and all affected offspring,
whereas all dams (assumed to be nonaffected) and nonaffected
offspring were coded as homozygous “1/1”. Mapping was carried
out along the entire autosomal genome [bovine chromosome
(BTA)1–BTA29)] with the TWOPOINT option of CRIMAP ver-
sion 2.50 (Green et al. 1990), incorporating modifications by Ian
Evans and Jill Maddox (University of Melbourne, Melbourne).

After obtaining a strong indication of the genomic position
of the VSD locus on BTA9, a multipoint mapping approach was
conducted using MERLIN version 1.1.2 (Abecasis et al. 2002)
with the affected code assigned to all VSD-affected offspring
and sire FBF0666 and the nonaffected status assigned to all
dams and those offspring categorized as nonaffected. For this
purpose, a BTA9 marker map required for multipoint mapping
was established with CRIMAP CHROMPIC options from the
genotypes in the half-sib family. Markers with identical genetic
positions were artificially separated by 0.001 cM to enable the
running of the multipoint algorithm implemented in MERLIN.
To account for potential incomplete penetrance of the defect,
a 0.2, 0.6, and 1.0 penetrance of an autosomal dominant de-
fect was modeled.

Haplotyping

All available offspring of sire FBF0666 were haplotyped for
BTA9, using CRIMAP CHROMPIC options. After extracting the
paternally inherited haplotype of each FBF0666 offspring, these
haplotypes were aligned to identify the chromosomal segment
shared by all VSD-affected individuals. All physical positions of
SNPs and haplotype borders were indicated according to the
bovine genome assembly UMD3.1 (Zimin et al. 2009).

To further trace the origin of the haplotype associated
with VSD, we subsequently haplotyped all available dams and
the FBF0666 ancestors in the German Holstein population,
using BEAGLE (Browning and Browning 2009). Haplotyping
included a total of 55,384 individuals from the Holstein pop-
ulation with BovineSNP50Illumina SNP-Chip genotype infor-
mation provided by VIT Verden (http://www.vit.de/index.
php?id=milchrinder-zws-online&L=1), the central database
for genomic evaluation in German Holstein cattle.

Resequencing of the candidate locus

The T gene was resequenced for a potentially causal mutation in
VSD-affected and nonaffected calves, in sire FBF0666, in the
parents of sire FBF0666, and also in the maternal grandsire of
sire FBF0666. All primers used for sequencing the T gene are
indicated in Table S4. The obtained sequences were aligned to
the mRNA reference sequence (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
nuccore/NM_001192985) and the respective genomic sequence
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/AC_000166.1).

Population screening for the causal mutation

We genotyped 94 sons of FBF0669, the sire FBF0666’s ma-
ternal grandsire, at the T c.196A . G polymorphism to fur-
ther confirm its causal characteristics and to validate the
founder individual of the VSD mutation. All 94 offspring were
sires themselves with at least 200 offspring each and with no
report suggesting VSD cases in the first-generation descendants
of these bulls. In addition, 39 of the VSD-unaffected control
calves, 402 randomly selected purebred Holstein calves, and
126 Holstein3 Charolais crossbred calves were genotyped. All
calves showed no indication of VSD upon physical examina-
tion. For genotyping, a KASP assay addressing the mutation
T c.196A . G was developed (LGC Genomics; KBiosience,
Hoddesdon, UK). Genotyping was performed in a 10-ml reac-
tion solution, using 20 ng DNA on a Lightcycler 480 (Roche
Applied Science, Mannheim, Germany) according to the man-
ufacturer’s recommendation for KASP assays but with the ex-
ception of an increase in MgCl2 concentration by 0.3 mM (for
primers see Table S4).

Bioinformatic analyses

The wild-type and mutated (VSD) amino acid sequences of
the bovine T protein were submitted for three-dimensional
(3D) protein structure prediction, using Phyre2 (http://
www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/~phyre2/html/ page.cgi?id = index)
(Kelley and Sternberg 2009). To further predict the functional
effects of the nonsynonymous c.196A. G transition, wild-type
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and mutated (VSD) amino acid sequences of the bovine T
protein were also submitted to Polyphen2 analysis (http://
genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/) (Adzhubei et al. 2010).
Analysis of sequence homology across species was performed
by Homologene (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/homologene).

Results

VSD is characterized by a variable number of vertebrae
and neurological deficits

Radiological examination (X-ray, CT, and MRI) and necropsy
of calves with divergent degrees of clinical VSD-associated tail
malformations confirmed that the calves shared vertebral
defects, including dysplasia and numerical aberrations in all
parts of the spine except the sacrum (Table S1). The most
striking feature was the cervical homeotic transformation (Fig-
ure 1) resulting in reduction of the cervical vertebrae number
in four of the six necropsied calves. In addition to malforma-
tions of the vertebral column, variably expressed defects of the
spinal cord restricted to the lumbosacral segment were found,
including syringomyelia (mostly accompanied with hydromye-
lia), diplomyelia, a duplicated central canal, and segmental
hypoplasia (Figure 1, Figure S1, and Table S1). The double
central channel and the diplomyelia were exclusively observed
in the sacral segment of the spinal cord and suggest a duplica-
tion event during neural development. Histochemistry and im-
munohistochemistry showed that in calves with prominent
syringomyelia/hydromyelia a reduced number of axons in
the lumbar white matter were detected that might be inter-
preted as hypoplasia. Furthermore, reactive astrogliosis was
detected, shown as a small zone with strong accumulated
GFAP-positive cell dendrites around the syringomyelia. Further
immunohistochemistry analyses of the spinal cord did not re-
veal additional abnormalities. All other tested neuroproteins
were expressed regularly. Results from the neurological inves-
tigation matched the impaired posterior spinal structures and
revealed multiple functional deficits associated with VSD. Spe-
cifically, VSD-affected calves displayed spasticity, paraparesis,
impaired spinal reflexes, and ataxia, which were predominantly
expressed in the hind limbs (Table S5, File S1). However, VSD
was not associated with intestinal, urogenital, cerebral, or skull
defects in contrast to many other mammalian vertebral
malformation defects (Vlangos et al. 2013). Biochemical
and hematological tests monitoring enzyme activities,
metabolites, and electrolytes in serum as well as protein
value and blood cell count in cerebrospinal fluid did not
reveal any significantly increased incidence of deviation
from norm values in VSD-affected calves. Furthermore, there
was no evidence of bovine herpes virus 1, bluetongue virus,
or bovine virus diarrhea virus in any of the necropsied, af-
fected VSD calves.

VSD is an autosomal dominantly inherited defect with
incomplete penetrance

VSD cases showed substantial variation regarding the degree
of physical and neurological alterations associated with the

defect (from severe cases with nonambulatory paraparesis to
mild cases displaying only minor tail defects, Table S1 and
Table S5). The hypothesis of a dominant VSD allele effect
previously indicated by an almost equal proportion of VSD
affected and nonaffected offspring of sire FBF0666 is further
supported by sire FBF0666, which itself clearly expressed the
VSD phenotype as determined by pathological examination
(Table S1).

VSD is localized on bovine chromosome 9

Initial karyotyping of sire FBF0666 and a severely affected
offspring did not reveal any numerical abnormalities or large
structural chromosomal aberrations. The equal distribution of
VSD cases across both sexes in the FBF0666 sibship (Table
S1) indicated an autosomal localization of the defect. The
crooked tail syndrome (CTS), a well-described bovine defect
affecting tail morphology (Fasquelle et al. 2009), had been
excluded as a causal background for VSD due to a homozy-
gous wild-type genotype of sire FBF0666 at the causal muta-
tion locus for CTS (A. Kromik, M. Kusenda, A. Tipold, V.M.
Stein, J. Rehage, R. Weikard and C. Kühn, unpublished
results).

A whole-genome scan in the Bos taurus genome yielded
SNPs on two chromosomes with logarithm of the odds
(LOD) scores .3 for linkage to VSD: 99 SNPs on BTA9
and a single SNP on BTA17 (Figure 2, Table S6). On
BTA9, exclusively SNPs located between 85,175,167 bp
(rs41604518) and 105,074,182 bp (rs41619164) showed
a significant LOD score .3.0 in the two-point analyses.
The subsequent multipoint test statistic obtained by para-
metric linkage analysis placed the VSD locus in a LOD drop
3 confidence interval between rs110768165 (102,711,446 bp)
and rs109233157 (104,196,469 bp). Alignment (Figure 2,
Figure S2) of the paternally inherited BTA9 haplotypes of
all FBF0666 offspring with VSD phenotype showed that all
these individuals shared a common haplotype spanning
from rs110492820 (100,138,190 bp) to rs109532989
(102,851,852 bp). This narrowed down the target interval
for the VSD mutation to 2.7 Mb in the telomeric region of
BTA9.

Tracing the haplotype associated with VSD in the
affected pedigree

Haplotype tracking in an eight-generation pedigree clearly
demonstrated that sire FBF0666 had inherited the VSD-
associated haplotype (positions 100,138,190–102,851,852 bp)
from its dam (FBF0266; Figure 3, Figure S3). Further tracing
back of the inheritance of this haplotype showed that the dam
had been inbred to its sire (FBF0669) and carried identical-by-
state (IBS) chromosomal segments to both sire FBF0669’s hap-
lotypes in the VSD target region. However, analysis of the
haplotypes for the entire BTA9 revealed that sire FBF0669
had forwarded to FBF0266 the respective haplotype (positions
100,138,190–102,851,852 bp), which was shared by all VSD-
affected FBF0666 offspring (Figure S3, red haplotypes). The
alternative haplotype of sire FBF0669 (Figure S3, blue
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haplotypes; Figure 3) was obviously not associated with VSD.
This is supported by population data: In our eight-generation
pedigree, no previous reports on VSD-like defects were
obtained in the first-generation offspring of confirmed

carriers of the alternative non-VSD FBF0669 haplotype
(sires FBF0670, FBF0671, FBF0672, and FBF0673; Figure
3), although these bulls had sired several hundred thou-
sand offspring worldwide.

Figure 1 Clinical, radiological, pathological and
histological features of the VSD phenotype in
affected calves. (A) Macerated cervical vertebral
column of a calf affected by VSD showing home-
otic thoracic transformation of the seventh cervi-
cal vertebra (see red asterisk: the seventh
vertebra articulating with the tuberculum costae
of the first rib. (B and C) Transversal (B) and sag-
ittal (C) MRI scans of a 1-day-old calf with severe
nonambulatory paraparesis: prominent hyperin-
tense fluid-filled central canal cavity (syringohy-
dromyelia) in the lumbar spinal cord at the
segment L1–L2 and a massively reduced trans-
verse diameter of the spinal cord at L3 and L4.
(D) Stepwise transverse sections of the lumbar
spinal cord segments L1–L4 (shown in B and C)
displaying communicating hydromyelia and
syringomyelia followed by segmental dysplasia
and hypoplasia. (E) Calf with VSD phenotype
showing a nonphysiological forward positioning
of the hind legs with straightened hocks. (F) Dip-
lomyelia of the sacral segment of the spinal cord.
Bar, 25 mm. (G) Hypo- and dysplasia of the mid-
dle lumbar segment of the spinal cord, including
missing ventral median fissure. Bar, 25 mm. (H)
Duplication of the central canal in the sacral seg-
ment of the spinal cord. Bar, 500 mm. (I) Seven-
day-old calf with slightly shortened and kinked
tail defect combined with slightly hyperextended
flexor tendons and external rotation of the hind
limbs (left , right). (J) Seven-month-old calf with
distinct kinked tail defect and slight rotation of
the hind limbs (left , right). (K and L) Rear and
dorsal view of an eight-month-old calf with a se-
vere crooked tail defect and external rotation of
the hind limbs. (M and N) Separation in the coc-
cygeal vertebral column as a part of a tail defect.
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Figure 2 Mapping and identification of the VSD mutant allele. (A) Manhattan plot showing the results (LOD scores) of the genome-wide two-point
linkage analysis between all tested SNPs and the VSD locus. LOD score threshold 3.0 is indicated by the red horizontal line. (B) LOD scores from two-
point linkage analysis (blue dots) and multipoint linkage analysis (green line) on BTA9. The light yellow box shows the LOD drop 3 confidence interval in
the telomeric region on BTA9. (C) “x” and “o” denote alternative paternal alleles inherited by the respective offspring, and “-” indicates noninformative
allele regarding paternal origin. Shown is selection of aligned paternally inherited BTA9 haplotypes (for all data see Figure S2) in the telomeric region of
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VSD is caused by a de novo mutation in the T gene

In the current bovine genome assemblies, the target interval
for the causal mutation (BTA9: 100,138,190–102,851,852 bp)
harbors 23 annotated or putative genes (Figure 2, NCBI an-
notation release 103: accession date 2014/03/18, http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/mapview/map_search.cgi?
taxid=9913&build=103.0; Ensembl: http://www.ensembl.
org/Bos_taurus/Location/View?g=ENSBTAG00000018681;
r=9:102662033-102680686;t=ENSBTAT00000024865, ac-
cession date March 18, 2014). Of these, the T gene stood out
as the single prime functional candidate gene responsible for
the vertebral and spinal malformations of VSD because of the
previously reported effects of T-gene mutations on embryonic
notochord development and on tail length (Herrmann et al.
1990; Haworth et al. 2001). Resequencing of the T locus in
cow FBF0266; in sires FBF0666, FBF0667, and FBF0669; in
VSD-affected and nonaffected FBF0666 offspring; and in un-
related individuals revealed an A . G transition polymorphism
at position c.196 of the T gene (according to NM_001192985.1,
Figure 2). This nonsynonymous mutation is located in exon 1 of
the T gene (according to NM_001192985.1) and results in a sub-
stitution of the amino acid lysine by glutamic acid at position 66
of the T-protein sequence (p.66Lys . Glu). Only sire FBF0666,
VSD-affected calves, five calves phenotypically unaffected
but carrying the VSD-associated haplotype (e.g., FBF249 and
FBF250, Figure 2), and dam FBF0266 carried the mutated
allele (Figure 3). The observation of T c.196G carriers without
clinical phenotype underlines the hypothesis of incomplete pene-
trance for VSD. However, sire FBF0669, from which cow
FBF0266 had inherited the VSD-associated haplotype, was homo-
zygous for the wild-type nucleotide at position c.196 (Figure 3).

Although sire FBF0669 has .140,000 registered daughters
born in two decades, there are no reports of VSD within this
large sibship, suggesting that it is extremely unlikely that the
sire carries the dominant causal VSD mutation. The homozygous
wild-type genotype of 94 male offspring from sire FBF0669,
determined by genotyping of the VSD locus T c.196A . G,
also supported the homozygous wild-type status of sire
FBF0669 at this chromosomal position. These 94 offspring
are themselves widely used sires with at least 200 offspring
born to each. The absence of VSD incidence reports in the
first-generation descendants of these 94 bulls corresponds to
their wild-type genotype at the VSD locus.

Thus, haplotype tracking and mutation analysis clearly
demonstrate that T c.196A . G is a de novo mutation in cow

FBF0266 not previously seen on the respective haplotype.
Consequently, only the direct progeny of cow FBF0266
could possibly carry the mutated allele associated with
VSD. Indeed, genotyping of 39 VSD-unaffected control
calves (matched controls to FBF0666 offspring) and a further
528 randomly selected Holstein and Holstein 3 Charolais
calves did not identify any carrier of the mutant T c.196G
allele. In addition, 7 VSD unaffected calves’ dams in our data
set, which are not direct offspring of dam FBF0266, but
carried the VSD haplotype in an IBS homo- or heterozygous
state (determined according to 50K SNP haplotyping), were
all homozygous for the wild-type allele T c.196A.

Discussion

Our study is the first report of the inherited B. taurus defect
VSD that is associated with a reduced number of cervical
vertebrae, a unique, striking feature that has not been de-
scribed for a spontaneous mutation in any mammalian spe-
cies before. The T gene belongs to the family of T-box genes
that encode transcription factors consisting of transcrip-
tional activator and/or repressor domains and a DNA-binding
T-box domain in many eukaryotic species including verte-
brates and invertebrates (Satoh et al. 2012). The T protein is
essential for development of the notochord and mesoderm
formation in the primitive streak during early embryonic
vertebrate development (Kispert and Herrmann 1994). Ex-
perimental crystallographic data for the T protein (Müller
and Herrmann 1997) demonstrated that the amino acid
position equivalent to the variant amino acid position
p.66Lys . Glu in the bovine ortholog is located at a critical
site in the DNA-binding T-box domain of the T protein (Fig-
ure 2). Specifically, the amino acid position p.66 forms polar
interactions with the DNA target and is directly involved in
the DNA binding of the T-box domain and dimerization of
the T protein during DNA binding. It is conclusive that
replacing the wild-type basic amino acid lysine by the mu-
tant acidic amino acid glutamic acid at p.66 in the bovine T
protein will substantially disturb those T-protein binding
properties. This is supported by bioinformatic analyses pre-
dicting considerable changes in the three-dimensional pep-
tide conformation of the bovine T protein as a result of the
missense mutation (Figure 4) and also by estimating muta-
tion effects [“probably damaging” score: 0.977, according to
Polyphen2 (Adzhubei et al. 2010)]. Finally, HomoloGene

BTA9. The VSD-affected offspring of sire FBF0666 shared a common haplotype (HT2) spanning from rs110492820 (100,138,190 bp) to rs109532989
(102,851,852 bp). The phenotypically unaffected offspring of sire FBF0666 showed the alternative paternal haplotype (HT1) (black) except two
individuals that had inherited the VSD-associated haplotype (red-boxed black). Yellow boxes indicate recombination events that set the limits of the VSD
haplotype. (D) All annotated genes (Ensembl annotation release 75) in the chromosomal region 100–103 Mb, including the prime candidate bovine T
gene (light yellow box). (E) Exon–intron structure of the bovine T gene according to Refseq sequence NM_001192985.1. Exon 1 containing the mutation
causal for VSD is indicated in red. (F) Electropherogram showing a part of the exon 1 nucleotide sequence of the bovine T gene in a VSD-unaffected calf
with the wild-type genotype A/A at position c.196 and in a VSD-affected calf with the heterozygous genotype A/G at position c.196. (G) Domain
composition of the bovine T protein with position 66 of the amino acid sequence affected by the polymorphism c.196A . G causal for VSD. The T
box is indicated as well as both transcription activation domains (TA1 and TA2) and both repression domains (R1 and R2). Domain annotation is according to
the NCBI Conserved Domain Database (CDD) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/wrpsb.cgi?seqinput= NP_001179914.1) and Satoh et al. (2012).
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Figure 3 Tracing the VSD-associated haplotype and the origin of the VSD mutation. Haplotypes in the target area of BTA9 (100,138,190–102,851,852
bp) are indicated by long rectangles within an eight-generation Holstein pedigree segregating for the VSD. Red rectangle, maternally inherited
haplotype of sire FBF0666; black rectangle, alternative haplotype of sire FBF0666; blue rectangle, non-VSD-associated haplotype in the dam
FBF0266 of sire FBF0666; fawn rectangle, haplotype identical by state to the VSD-associated sire FBF0666 haplotype except for the SNP
rs29023535 (102,690,968 bp) at the telomeric end; gray rectangle, further haplotypes. Hatched colored haplotypes were concluded from the
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analysis showed that the position homologous to bovine T
p.66 is highly conserved from Homo sapiens down to Dro-
sophila melanogaster and Anopheles gambiae (Figure 4). This
strong conservation further confirms a fundamental rele-
vance of the protein, particularly at the position affected
by the mutation. Because classical gene rescue experiments
to prove causality of a mutation are extremely difficult in
cattle, we further followed the guidelines for investigating
causality of sequence variants in human disease (MacArthur
et al. 2014). In this line, the conclusion of a causal role for
the T c.196A . G mutation in VSD is further supported by
comparative data. Chesley (1935) reported that mice het-
erozygous for a mutant T allele showed effects on the noto-
chord at the early stage of development (day 8) and also on
the neural tube. Mutations in several parts of the T gene
often show a similar mode of inheritance and a variable
penetrance [e.g., the Manx syndrome in cats (Buckingham
et al. 2013)]. Furthermore, the mutations in the T gene are
associated with tail defects or malformation of posterior

parts of the body in many other species from Drosophila to
mice, cats, and dogs (Herrmann et al. 1990; Kispert et al.
1994; Odenthal et al. 1996; Haworth et al. 2001; Buckingham
et al. 2013). In humans, a recessively acting mutation in the
T gene has been identified to be associated with fusion of
cervical vertebrae, with sacral agenesis and/or abnormal
notochord features (Ghebranious et al. 2008; Postma et al.
2014). Furthermore, for the mouse T curtailed (Tc) allele
there is one study reporting effects on the cervical vertebrae
(Searle 1966), whereas T-gene mutant alleles mostly af-
fected the posterior part of the vertebral column. However,
the specific effects observed in murine Tc heterozygotes and
human patients heterozygous for the T c.1013C . T mutation
are different from those of VSD heterozygotes, because there is
no lack, but a fusion of two or more vertebrae. Also in contrast
to Tc, in the VSD-affected animals the sacrum is the only part of
the bony vertebral column without malformation. To our
knowledge, none of the known T mutations in other species
showed effects of cervical vertebral deletions/homeotic

haplotypes of the offspring according to Mendelian rules of inheritance; white haplotypes are unknown. VSD-affected animals according to clinical,
neurological, and/or pathological examination are indicated by black boxes/circles. Individuals with confirmed non-affected phenotype are indicated by
open boxes/circles. For confirmation of inherited haplotypes for dam FBF0266 see Figure S3. Letters in boxes or stars, respectively, indicate haplotype-
associated alleles at position c.196A . G in the bovine T gene determined by sequencing.

Figure 4 Predicted conformation change of the wild-type and VSD bovine T protein and T-protein interspecies amino acid sequence comparison. (A)
Predicted 3D structure of the wild-type (p.66Lys) and mutated (VSD, p.66Glu) bovine T protein determined by the bioinformatic prediction tool Phryre2
(http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/~phyre2/html/page.cgi?id=index). (B) HomoloGene (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/homologene) analysis of the T protein/
homolog encompassing the variant bovine amino acid position 66 (indicated by black background) across vertebrates and insects (Danio regio,
XP_001343633.3; Gallus gallus, NP_990271.1; Bos taurus, NP_001179914.1; Canis lupus, NP_001003092.1; Mus musculus, NP_033335.1; Rattus
norvegicus, NP_001099679.1; Macaca mulatta, XP_001101514.1; Homo sapiens, NP_003172.1; Pan troglodytes, XP_527563.3; Drosophila mela-
nogaster, NP_524031.2; Anopheles gambiae, XP_320606.4). Boxed and marked with gray background is the longest fully conserved segment within
the entire T protein/homolog. wt, wild-type allele; VSD, VSD-associated allele.
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transformations, not even for homozygous individuals. In
B. taurus, other lethal genetic defects associated with vertebral
malformations (complex cervical malformation, brachyspina)
could be excluded as a background for the VSD defect, because
both defects were localized on BTA3 or BTA21, respectively
(Thomsen et al. 2006; Charlier et al. 2012).

Our results suggest that the VSD mutation affects the
primitive streak as well as the tail bud because vertebrae
originating from both precursors are affected by the mutation:
cervical vertebrae originating from the primitive streak and
coccygeal vertebra originating from the tail bud. This fits the
observation that murine T+/2 heterozygous embryos showed
a 50% reduction of T-gene expression in the tail bud and
notochord compared with wild-type mice (Pennimpede et al.
2012).

Pennimpede et al. (2012) previously suggested that the T
protein is directly involved in the maintenance of the mam-
malian seven cervical vertebrae blueprint because of the
homeotic C7 . T1 transformation of cervical vertebrae in
30% of mice from in vivo T-gene knockdown experiments.
The spontaneous VSD mutation in the bovine T gene is the
first in vivo evidence for this hypothesis from a mutation model.
Our data also highlight a distinct amino acid position (p.66)
that might be relevant for a coordinated Wnt–brachyury–HOX
signaling cascade, which is important for cervical vertebral and
spinal cord development (Galis 1999; Yamaguchi et al. 1999).
Remarkably, the heterozygous VSD genotype causes substantial
phenotypic impairments, whereas even murine T null alleles, in
which the T locus is completely absent, cause only mild pheno-
typic defects in heterozygotes (Smith 1997). This expression
pattern of the VSD phenotype suggests a dominant negative
effect of the VSD allele. A similar mechanism was also sug-
gested for some alleles at the murine brachyury locus (Tc, Twis),
although theses alleles alter the carboxy terminus of the T pro-
tein (Herrmann and Kispert 1994), which potentially acts as an
activating domain and in contrast to the T-box domain shares
little sequence similarity between species (Smith 1997). Al-
though there are many similarities of the VSD mutation to tail
defects in other species, to our knowledge no other spontaneous
mutation in the T gene or other mammalian genes causes a ho-
meotic transformation of cervical vertebrae similar to VSD. In
addition, VSD is also unique, because in spite of congenital
homeotic transformation of cervical vertebrae, affected individ-
uals survive to reproductive age and show no primary defects
outside the vertebral spine and spinal cord.
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Table S1   Summary of the results from the post‐mortem examination of VSD‐affected cattle 

 
         Number of vertebraeb Pathological findingsc 

Animal ID  Sex  Agea 

Weight 

(kg)  ce  th  lu  sa  co  cvd  sm  hm  dcc  dm 

Wild type in 

bovine d       
7  13  6  5 

18‐

20 
‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  ‐ 

Sire FBF0666  ♂  4 y  800  6 13 7 5 18 + ‐ ‐  ‐  ‐

Offspring 

    S1037‐11  ♂  1 d  32  n.d n.d 6 5 15 + (+) +  +  ‐

    S1141‐11  ♀  1 m  55  6 13 7 5 16 + ‐ ‐  ‐  ‐

    S1154‐11  ♂  4 m  114  6 14 6 5 15 + (+) +  +  ‐

    S1140‐11  ♂  4 m  124  7 13 6 5 17 + ‐ ‐  ‐  ‐

    S1159‐11  ♂  11 m  354  7 13 6 5 14 ‐ ‐ ‐  ‐  ‐

    S1153‐11  ♀  12 m  346  6 13 6 5 7 + + ‐  ‐  +

 

a y: years, d: days, m: months; b ce: cervical, th: thoracic, lu: lumbar, sa: sacral, co: coccygeal, n.d.: not determined; c cvd: 
coccygeal vertebral defects, sm: syringomyelia, hm: hydromyelia, dcc: doubled central canal, dm: diplomyelia; +: respective 
malformation detected, ‐: respective malformation not detected, (+) transitional status with communication of 
syringomyelia and hydromyelia; d data according to Nickel et al. (2003). 
Nickel, R., Schummer, A., and Seiferle, E. (2003) Lehrbuch der Anatomie der Haustiere. Band I Bewegungsapparat. Parey bei 
MVS, Stuttgart, Germany.  
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Table S2   Summary of the examination protocol in VSD offspring  

 
Laboratory diagnostic analyses in VSD‐affected calves in the second level characterization of the VSD phenotype

Blood   Blood cell count 

Serum 

 Electrolytes 

 Minerals 

 Urea 

 Creatinine 

 Bilirubin 

 Protein 

 AST (aspartate aminotransferase) 

 GGT (glutamate dehydrogenase) 

 GLDH (gamma glutamyl transpeptidase) 

 Cholesterol 

 Albumin 

Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) 

 Protein 

 Leukocytes 

 Erythrocytes 
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Table S3   Overview of the VSD affection status in offspring of VSD carrier sire FBF0666 and control 
individuals 
 

  FBF0666 offspring Control calves 

  male female male female

VSD affected  9  32 0 0 

VSD unaffected  8  26 9 32 

ambiguous VSD status  0  10 0 0 
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Table S4   Primer sequences for annotation confirmation, screening for polymorphisms and 

genotyping in the bovine T gene  

 

Primer  Sequence (5’ → 3’) 
Amplified 

gene region 

Amplicon 

(bp) 

Annealing 

temperature 

(°C) 

T_F1  GCGGGTCTGGGCACTTCTTGG 64 

T_R1  CACGAGTCTATTCCCAGCCCA exon 1 405 64 

T_F2  GGGATGAGGGATGGTGGGGTG 66 

T_R2  CCCTTCCACTTTCTGCCACGA exon 2 544 66 

T_F3  TCTTTACGGTGGGACTTTGAGG 64 

T_R3  CACGAGCCCCCTGACTGCC  exon 3 217 64 

T_F4  GGTGGTGCCTGATTTCTTGGTG 66 

T_R4  TAGGAACAGCATCAACACGCAG exon 4‐5 483 66 

T_F5  AGCCCCGTCTTGCCTGTTCGATG 68 

T_R5  TGGACGCTCACCGACTGCCTC exon 6 311 68 

T_F6  ATGATAAAGAAAAAGCCTGGGTG 62 

T_R6  TACAGGCTAATGGATGGGATGG exon 7 390 62 

T_F7  CCGTCTGTCTCCCCACTTTTCC 65 

T_R7  CACCACGGAGGAGGAGCACAG exon 8 478 65 

 

c.196A>G   

KASP_A_FAM   CACCAACGAGATGATCGTCACCA 
c.196A>G 

allele A 
43 

 

KASP_G_Hex   ACCAACGAGATGATCGTCACCG 
c.196A>G

allele G  
 

 

KASP_Re  GCGCGCCCACCTGCCGTT 
c.196A>G 

common 
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Table S5   Summary of neurological examination results of VSD‐affected calves  

 
Animal IDa  S1141‐11 S1154‐11 S1140‐11 S1159‐11  S1153‐11 

Degree of tail 

defectb     

two major 

kinks 

substantial 

kink 
minor kink 

two minor 

kinks 
stumpy 

Mental status  normal normal normal normal  normal 

Behavior  normal normal normal normal  normal 

         

Posture HL 

hft  +  ‐ + + +++ 

er  ‐  ‐ + ‐ + 

sh  ‐  ‐ ‐ + +++ 

tmf  ‐  ‐ ‐ ‐ ++ 

         

Gait 

dysmetria 
FL  +  ‐ ‐ ‐ + 

HL  ++  + ‐ + ++ 

spasticity 
FL  ‐  ‐ ‐ ‐ + 

HL  +  ‐ ‐ + +++ 

paresis 
FL  ‐  ‐ ‐ ‐ ++ 

HL  ‐  ‐ ‐ + +++ 

ataxia 
FL  ‐  ‐ ‐ ‐ + 

HL  +  ‐ ‐ ‐ +++ 

"bunny 

hopping"   
no  no  no  no  yes 

         

PR  ‐  ‐ ‐ ‐ sps 

Other 

observations   
‐  ‐  ‐  ‐  eiw 

Cranial 

nerves   
normal  normal  normal  normal  normal 

Spinal 

reflexes   
normal  normal  normal  normal  normal 

EMG  n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. normal 

mNCV  n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 54 m/s 

   

NAL  spinal diffuse

DD  anomaly (syringomyelia), inflammatory, 

degenerative (dysmyelination, storage disorder) 

 

a For age, sex and weight of the animals see Table S1; b as indicated by clinical examination; hft: hyperextended flexor 
tendons, er: external rotation, sh: straight hocks, tmf: tremor and muscle fasciculations, FL: front limbs, HL: hind limbs, PR: 
postural reactions, EMG: electromyography, mNCV: motor nerve conduction velocity, sps: spastic by pushing sideways on 
either side, eiw: exercise induced weakness. n.d.: not determined. +: mild, ++: obvious, +++: strong; NAL: neuro‐anatomical 
localization, DD: differential diagnoses 
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Table S6   List of SNPs with LOD score >3 from twopoint linkage analysis with the VSD locus in the 
half‐sib offspring of sire FBF0666 segregating for VSD 
 

rs number  chr  Position (bp)1  LOD score 

rs109408023  9  101359409  11.75 

rs109511417  9  101384691  11.75 

rs110789684  9  102027971  11.48 

rs109059293  9  103153156  11.11 

rs109954156  9  103646025  11.08 

Hapmap51770‐BTA‐85181*  9  101113354  10.84 

rs110768165  9  102711446  10.81 

rs109532989  9  102851852  10.65 

rs109270402  9  103612265  10.58 

rs110139854  9  103671451  10.58 

rs109415769  9  100656795  10.55 

rs109845542  9  99354827  10.29 

rs135406176 

9  98512648  10.1 

rs109006157  9  101170043  10.1 

Hapmap46888‐BTA‐85152*  9  101667889  10.1 

Hapmap40046‐BTA‐117691*  9  104334228  10.06 

rs384338506  9  100800026  10.03 

rs109072325  9  103270667  10.03 

rs110974178  9  102930778  9.8 

rs29023535  9  102690968  9.76 

rs110873466  9  103700559  9.55 

rs110492820  9  100138190  9.5 

rs29022857  9  101433902  9.5 

Hapmap46889‐BTA‐85184*  9  101044571  9.49 

rs110485289  9  101966211  9.49 

rs109860386  9  98784166  9.29 

rs109455309  9  102788323  9.27 

rs110122816  9  103947174  9.24 

rs110860097  9  104926053  9.23 

rs110166334  9  105035231  9.12 

rs41617598  9  104071394  9.03 

Hapmap48173‐BTA‐107833*  9  101785435  8.98 

rs109880330  9  100892769  8.96 

rs109845494  9  104730150  8.78 

rs109233157  9  104196469  8.7 

rs110704439  9  103411929  8.53 

rs109980846  9  98595966  8.46 

Hapmap23780‐BTA‐85163*  9  101470808  8.46 

rs109004899  9  103180423  8.43 

Hapmap51347‐BTA‐90657*  9  104586319  8.28 

rs110227215  9  100769016  8.2 

rs29018722  9  102996425  8.17 

Hapmap42703‐BTA‐84963*  9  98047172  8.01 
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rs109476246  9  98759214  7.95 

rs110047992  9  104902072  7.95 

rs109929379  9  98094492  7.77 

rs110075891  9  99072838  7.69 

rs109630455  9  103216021  7.69 

rs109789954  9  103308910  7.69 

rs109316317  9  103505743  7.64 

rs110174186  9  102615967  7.44 

rs110691473  9  102758143  7.44 

rs109090361  9  97790864  7.39 

rs109910772  9  103383683  7.18 

rs109357437  9  95976235  7.15 

rs41573656  9  96987304  7.15 

rs110042111  9  96693865  6.91 

rs110830324  9  97929407  6.91 

Hapmap38884‐BTA‐122472*  9  105074182  6.91 

rs110405361  9  97760489  6.82 

rs110518836  9  104842677  6.82 

rs110651470  9  97219468  6.78 

rs110269037  9  96938354  6.67 

rs110823376  9  97901467  6.43 

Hapmap47120‐BTA‐85079*  9  97872904  6.29 

rs109061682  9  98245564  5.66 

rs41569530  9  93094049  5.58 

rs110634413  9  97022238  5.58 

rs110890036  9  97397264  5.58 

rs110001900  9  93246183  5.43 

rs109911914  9  97191669  5.39 

rs110824179  9  97312321  5.35 

rs109990421  9  94643772  5.13 

Hapmap33236‐BTA‐155516*  9  96100458  5.13 

rs41599704  9  94460606  4.93 

Hapmap48921‐BTA‐84744*  9  93000526  4.74 

rs209911913  9  92350052  4.73 

rs43612070  9  92878393  4.71 

rs110845303  9  95425804  4.54 

rs110436373  9  95328754  4.52 

rs133764352  9  92400217  4.51 

rs29023391  9  92430269  4.51 

rs41665411  9  97377573  4.51 

rs29026964  9  91919657  4.12 

rs41656333  9  92597218  3.98 

rs109388767 

9  95450193  3.92 

rs29013969  9  92061663  3.9 

rs41625025  9  92193482  3.9 

rs110076685  9  93314047  3.9 

rs41255531  9  89308006  3.72 
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Hapmap43117‐BTA‐99191*  9  91856294  3.7 

rs41614532  9  91957395  3.7 

rs109484182  9  93183596  3.65 

Hapmap43145‐BTA‐107843*  9  85175167  3.53 

rs41566680  9  92093186  3.34 

rs29026423  9  93731471  3.34 

rs41844263  17  59493419  3.31 

rs109952560  9  89435441  3.24 

rs43606594  9  90080368  3.01 

rs109324038  9  93472326  3.01 

 
chr: chromosome, 1 chromosomal position indicated according to Bos taurus genome assembly UMD3.1, (Zimin et al., 
2009); * no entry of original SNP identifier from the BovineSNP50 v2 BeadChip in the NCBI dbSNP data base 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp/) 
 
Zimin AV et al. (2009) A whole‐genome assembly of the domestic cow, Bos taurus. Genome Biol 10: R42 
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Figure S1 
 
 
 
Results from pathohistology demonstrating spinal cord malformations associated with VSD  
[a – e] Serial sections through the spinal cord of calf S1037‐11 (see also Tables S2 and S3); bars indicate the position of the 
sections within the vertebral column. [a1 – d1] overview sections. [a2] Hydromyelia in the cranial lumbar segment of the 
spinal cord. [b2] Hydro‐syringomyelia in the cranial lumbar segment of the spinal cord. [c2] Hypo‐ and dysplasia of the 
middle lumbar segment of the spinal cord including missing ventral median fissure. [d2] Dysplasia of the caudal lumbar 
segment of the spinal cord including missing ventral median fissure. [e] Dysplasia of the sacral segment of the spinal cord 
including duplicated central canal. [f – g] Spinal cord sections of calf S1153‐11 (see also Tables S2 and S3). [f1, g] Overview 
sections. [f2] Syringomyelia of the lumbar segment of the spinal cord. [f3] Syringomyelia of the lumbar segment of the spinal 
cord. [g] Diplomyelia of the sacral segment of the spinal cord. [h – i] Spinal cord sections of calf S1154‐11 (see also Tables S2 
and S3). [h1, i1] Overview sections. [h2] Hydro‐syringomyelia of the lumbar segment of the spinal cord. [i2] Duplication of the 
central canal in the sacral segment of the spinal cord. Scale bars correspond to 50 μm (f3), 100 μm (b2, h2), 200 μm (d2, e), 
500 μm (a2, c2, f2, i2) or 25 mm (a1, b1, c1, d1, f1, g, h1, i1), respectively. 
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Figure S2 
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Alignment of the paternally inherited haplotypes of sire FBF0666 offspring in the chromosomal target region for the VSD 
locus on BTA9 
Haplotypes determined by CRIMAP CHROMPIC analysis of genotypes from sire, dams and offspring. Numbers to the left of 
the figure indicate the different FBF0666 offspring. “o” indicates inheritance of the paternal allele from the VSD‐associated 
paternal haplotype HT2 (marked in red), “x” indicates inheritance of the paternal allele from the alternative paternal 
haplotype HT1 (marked in black). Offspring classified as VSD according to clinical examination are indicated by red 
background color, individuals classified as non‐VSD according to clinical examination are indicated by black background 
color. Yellow background color indicates a recombination event. * no entry of original SNP identifier from the BovineSNP50 
v2 BeadChip in the NCBI dbSNP data base (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp/). 
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Figure S3  
 
 
 
Tracing of the full BTA9 chromosomal haplotype in ancestors of the defect carrier sire FBF0666 
Six generation pedigree tracking of the origin of the VSD‐associated haplotype. Total BTA9 chromosomes are indicated by 
long rectangles. Haplotypes in the target area (100,138,190 bp to 102,851,852 bp) are zoomed and indicated by short 
rectangles. Borders of subchromosomal regions are indicated in bp. Red: chromosome of sire FBF0669 with the identical by 
descent VSD carrying haplotype; black: non‐VSD‐associated chromosome of sire FBF0667; blue: non‐VSD‐associated 
chromosome of sire FBF0670; fawn: non‐VSD‐associated chromosome of sire FBF0674; brown: alternative non‐VSD‐
associated subchromosomal haplotype of sire FBF0674; dark grey: other non‐VSD‐associated chromosomes; blank: 
unknown haplotypes/chromosomes. Striped colored haplotypes were concluded according to Mendelian rules of 
inheritance from the haplotypes of the offspring. The figure clearly demonstrates that in the target area on BTA9 
(100,138,190 bp to 102,851,852 bp) dam FBF0266 directly inherited the VSD‐associated haplotype (red) from its sire 
FBF0669 and not the alternative haplotype (blue). Instead, the alternative (blue) haplotype of dam FBF0266 in the target 
area was presumably transmitted indirectly from founder sire FBF0670 via sire FBF0674 and dams ZWBL01 and ZWBL02. 
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File S1 
 

Video documentation of neurological deficit in a VSD‐affected calf: non‐ambulatory paraparesis 
 
 

Available for download as a .zip file at http://www.genetics.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/genetics.114.169680/‐/DC1 
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